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Operational Technology,
Secure no More
Secure your cyber and physical assets
with Fortinet and NTT

Cyber threats are expanding
Large and small, cyberattacks are making headlines and
elevating executive attention toward cyber resiliency.
Recent incidents highlight that poor cybersecurity hygiene
at the plant level and vulnerable industrial sectors are rich
targets for bad actors. Recognizing the increased threat to
industrial sectors, on October 1, 2020, the U.S. Cybersecurity
& Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) issued a warning
about potential cyber-attacks recommending that owners
of critical infrastructure, including the power sector, “disable
unnecessary ports, protocols, and services” to limit the threat.1

Adopting converged
cybersecurity posture

How did we get here?
Many factors played a role in leading to the current
vulnerabilities of industrial networks, chief among them:

The pandemic

Most employees quickly shifted to remote work and
maintained access to their work applications and industrial
networks. The shift dramatically increased the surface of the
attack and added new internal threats. Today, employees are
85% more likely to leak files than they were pre-pandemic.2

OT

Now

• OT/IT networks connected
for some functions
• Little clarity on security
accountability

Automation

Many industries, such as utilities, are distributed in nature and
have a massive number of potential attack points spreading
from distribution centers to the operations network. The use
of connected devices such as smart meters increase the
potential for threats in the absence of robust security. In other
words, the historically air-gapped operational technology (OT)
network systems are now online.

The mindset

The OT teams tended to think that their “separate” networks
are safe from attacks. With OT teams focused on safety and
availability and IT teams focused on data confidentiality and
integrity, the priority differences have overlooked IT and OT
networks’ cyber-physical convergence, leaving both open to
the same vulnerabilities.
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IT

VS
Next

• Integrated OT/IT
environment
• One security posture
and single point of
accountability

OT & IT

Challenges of OT cybersecurity

“

It’s not that we can’t connect the dots. We can’t see the dots.
The head of the US National Security Agency and Cyber Criminal Command in March 2021.3

“

The rise in recent cyberattacks on industrial production facilities highlights the difficulties faced by
OT teams.

House divided

A converged OT/IT security requires a common strategy and an integrated approach.
Unfortunately, in most organizations, OT and IT teams are separated and report to
different CXOs.

Cybersecurity skills gap

The pool of available security talent is getting smaller, and OT teams have to compete
against better-funded and more attractive opportunities.

Outdated cybersecurity tools

Security teams are overwhelmed by the high attack frequency and lack of funding or the
threat detection and response tools needed to perform their work efficiently.

Complacency

Despite the known insider risks, 54% of organizations do not have an insider risk
response plan!4

The tsunami on the horizon

The arrival of 5G will revolutionize factory floors, thereby expanding the industrial surface
of attack. Furthermore, the worldwide electric grid is about to experience a massive surge
of demand driven by demand for renewable energy and electric vehicles (EVs). Morgan
Stanley anticipates renewables in the U.S. growing to 60% of energy generation and EVs
making up 33% of the market by 2040.5

Protecting converged OT/IT
The new realities of OT/IT network convergence necessitate a new cybersecurity approach based on
the real world.

Accept the new realities
OT/IT teams need to set aside old notions that air-gapped
networks provide good protection, especially when
coupled with firewalls. Today, sophisticated intruders can
access OT networks through endpoints such as sensors,
gauges, laptops, or even USB devices. Enterprises need
to fortify firewalls with web apps firewalls, anomaly
detection, AI/ML real-time monitoring and alerts.
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Converge OT/IT networks to
match threats
Cybersecurity threats are a great equalizer that does
not differentiate between IT and OT environments.
Enterprises need to adapt their security teams and
posture to meet the daily threats.

Fortinet and NTT have you covered
Securing your connected universe requires a holistic view of cybersecurity
risks, a new matching security posture and architecture, and an integrated
physical and cyber protection solution. Fortinet and NTT managed security
solutions offer all the elements enterprises need for a converged OT/IT
cybersecurity protection. NTT’s services include 24/7 monitoring, detection
and response to potential threats. The managed services free your IT teams
to focus on business initiatives.

Understand risks
NTT security consulting services identify security vulnerabilities associated
with the OT and IT networks and map the risk to the operational level.
Several bodies establish standards for guiding the industry, including the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) framework, the
European Union’s Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems
(NIS Directive), and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC
62443). The standard benchmarks help identify risks and how they relate
to OT environments. Fortinet is an active contributing member of industry
standards groups, including NIST. These benchmarks and the identified
risks guide organizations in prioritizing steps that can quickly reduce risks
and maintain operational uptime.

Fortinet Security Fabric
Broad visibility of the entire digital
attack surface to better manage risk
Integrated solution that reduces the
complexity of supporting multiple
point products
Automated workflows to increase
speed of operations and response
Fabric Management
Center

Adopt a comprehensive security posture

A robust security posture offers access management, protection for all
assets and visibility into the entire edge-to-cloud environment, including
industrial IoT endpoints. Fortinet and NTT managed security solutions
provide the tools enterprises need to secure their cyber and physical
footprints. Authenticated access to all endpoints and computers is an
essential part of Fortinet’s security architecture. NTT security solutions
offer visibility into the security network state by passively observing the
OT network, creating an updated and comprehensive inventory of every
network segment, device, application version, connectivity between devices
and security score. Also, NTT performs real-time behavior analytics that
identifies normal and abnormal activities. These capabilities enhance the
Fortinet real-time monitoring of anomalies, network health and timely alerts.

Deploy a robust architecture
The Fortinet Security Fabric can be used to secure enterprises’ IT and
OT networks. The solution secures the OT network using insights and
recommendations resulting from understanding risks and added security
visibility noted above. The Fortinet Security Fabric aligns with the Purdue
Enterprise Reference Architecture Model to establish segmentation across
an entire industrial control system (ICS) infrastructure. This work is done
by protecting the IT and OT points of infrastructure convergence and
segmenting ICS assets according to various criteria (functional area, Purdue
Model Levels 2 and 3, ICS model, and so on). The Fortinet Security Fabric
also offers additional protection within the OT network, including:
1. Protected and authenticated access
to wired and wireless networks that
keep unauthorized parties away.
2. Secured remote access multifactor authentication for all parties,
including internal employees and
outside parties such as external
contractors and internal remote
devices.
3. Sandbox inspection to block
harmful malware and other
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potentially harmful files.
4. Security information and event
management (SIEM) to record all
commands and activities.
5. Cloud protection, including data
encryption and web application
firewalls.
6. AI-driven security that enhances
capabilities by learning from
ongoing operations.

Open
Ecosystem
FortiGuard Threat
Intelligence

Purdue enterprise reference
architecture model
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The Fortinet/NTT partnership

“

“

The rising and more sophisticated cyber threats require new OT/
IT converged cybersecurity strategies that protect digital assets,
defend against threats and rapidly recover from successful attacks.

NTT and Fortinet partner together to provide a wide range of expertise to help organizations protect their OT/IP
networks and operations:

Fortinet provides the technology solution through
the Fortinet Security Fabric, an integrated and
automated security architecture that delivers
visibility, control and real-time traffic analysis to
neutralize threats proactively.

NTT offers managed services that protect
customers’ data and infrastructure. The managed
services cover monitoring and managed security
services that reduce risks and minimize the impact
of malicious cyberattacks.

NTT provides business and technology advisory
services delivered by cybersecurity experts with
industry-specific knowledge of OT networks. NTT
teams also bring regional experience that enables
clients to plan and execute their cybersecurity
journey with minimal to no business risks.

NTT offers the OT Cybersecurity Excellence
Center to identify best fit technologies, implement
and monitor systems for ongoing integrity and
protection.

The Fortinet-NTT partnership enables organizations to protect their converged OT systems from IT networks’
endemic threats while reducing disruptions and lowering operating expenses. Fortinet and NTT help their
customers assess, design, plan, implement and manage their converged OT/IT plans. The offerings include
managed services for monitoring and management to keep customers’ OT/IT environments safe from bad actors.

Next steps

For additional information on how to start your journey to a converged OT and IT cybersecurity
operations, visit NTT and explore how you can protect your cyber and physical assets.
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